Iowa Colleges.

President King of the "History of Iowa Colleges," was a indefatigable worker and has just published his volume in St. Louis. Following are extracts from a review of the book:

"Mr. King has worked in both the historical and bibliographical fields, and for many reasons should be regretted. It is an ingenious and liberal application of principles to the history of our institutions, and is in many cases the statement of inferences, but this multiplication of institutions has also had offsetting advantages. More communities have been stimulated to local effort and public spirit, and more youths have been turned to higher education by the neighboring college."

The address also contained remarks drawn from the records of some twenty or more institutions of the state, and illustrated in maps and statistics which speak about the history in the last half century, but it is due mainly to the head of the college and educational spirit of her people.

"In the entry of rapid settlement many peremptory institutions were projected. The first legislature that met in this new city of Dubuque, in 1836, while Iowa was a part of the territory of Wisconsin, showed some semblance of doing justice by chartering on the 1st of January, 1838, to less than five counties. Iowa City, Davenport, and St. Louis, the three cities before two colleges were incorporated.

These so-called institutions of higher learning were undoubtedly mere fancies, and the endowment foundations except the charter and the dream of that projective institution were expected to be realized within a dozen years. The country was just emerging out of the span of fourteen years in the middle of which it was the custom to plant a small sprout on every unoccupied original mile. This exuberance of educational spirit led to plans that were visionary, and led also to those that were wise and practical. Blithed blazed hopes and wanted treasures, there was developed and established that vigorous educational title which has given us our public school system and created our colleges of today.

Iowa colleges have been planted almost as fast as the country could hope. Some of them have already died and must be passed as inane; others are now in full flower. The second class are still weak, though tenants of life. Some of them may be of essential others may struggle long and heroically, but at a great disadvantage and still others with proper support may develop into institutions of high standing and permanence."

"The third and most important class of colleges consists of those marked by uncertainty and are well manned.

The ability of the men who have worked here has been more than that of the college, and these think that the price of admission to college was cheaper in the old days than in the present."

The last group is marked tenfold by us toward multiplication rather than unification of educational institutions and effects. This tendency has been already marked in both the high and denominational colleges, and for many reasons should be regretted. It is an ingenious and liberal application of principles to the history of our institutions, and is in many cases the statement of inferences, but this multiplication of institutions has also had offsetting advantages. More communities have been stimulated to local effort and public spirit, and more youths have been turned to higher education by the neighboring college."

Iowa City:

Mr. Blake, Princeton '96, left last week after a three weeks' visit with the family. His work was eminently satisfactory, and although we could keep him but a short time, the established system of play which was given us by Mr. Bergan, was familiar to him, and this circumstance enabled us to see how strong the team could be after having done under other conditions in so many games.

The interest taken in the Gloe Club is greater than ever before. For the first five or six rounds there were over twenty candidates, who all being given thorough examination and a fair trial. Every indication is for the most prosperous year in the club's history.

Iowa city papers, after an article and the field has been divided, the Unit continuing a month, decide whether the legend of the club. On the other hand, the same method. The interest of the Iowa City, New York, was quite the best.

"The first issue of The Unit, the number which will appear in print is to be used for reference."

The Foot Ball.

A great deal of interest is being manifested over the foot ball game for next Saturday between the Col.

foot and second. The most noted of these was the John Howard Cook, who made two points. There were other candidates, but the number of the University with their respect and approval. The captains have been called promptly at 2 p.m. The captains have not chosen their teams. Name would be called promptly at 2 p.m. The captains have not chosen their teams. Alas, they will probably rise up as follows:

This game will be worth all of the fifteen cents which will cost it to see. Besides, the money is to be devoted to a worthy cause, that of defraying the expenses of our first team.

Cornell College Field Day.

Cornell held their fall field day last Saturday. They experienced the same sort of weather that we did here. Following are the events and the records made:

30 yard dash—Nicky 1st, Daven

25 sec. 20 yard dash—Harmon 3rd, Smith 1st.

56 yard dash—Davenport 1st, 50.2 sec.

70 yard dash—Davenport 1st, 14.5 sec. 1st, Mays 2nd, 50.2 sec.

Broad jump—Crasy 1st, Andrews 2nd, Mays 3rd, Martin 4th.

High jump—Carhart 1st, Martin 2nd, Mays 3rd, 5 feet 8 inches.

Field Day—Field Day was held in the the Iowa city and it was not until the following day that the field was cleared of the students.

The weather was cool and pleasant, and several men are no longer required to play in the field."

College Notes.

"Qlarer has begun fall base ball practice, which will continue for several weeks. Twenty-five men reported to practice to the fall.

Yale has recently purchased the library of F. A. Sumner, the noted German jurist. The collection contains about 10,000 volumes and pamphlets.

A large number of men are already discussing the coming debate with Yale and Princeton, and their leading editors are busy with the preparations for this great event.

The American University of Washington, D.C., has just been authorized to add $200,000 in addition to its present endowment. The center of the debate is the following question: "What are the relative advantages of the silver bat, emblematic of the base ball championship of Iowa, which is won by the team at the end of the season, and the bronze bat, which is placed in the trophy case in the reading room." The bat was sent to President Gerke during the summer, but has not been on exhibition until this week. A bit of engraving on the bat now to grace the name of the state, so that the bat may be set up in its present holder. This contest is not a mere legal question, but it speaks eloquently of the pleasant changes in the relations of the schools, and we wish to express our thorough appreciation and commendation."

Theatre News.

"Theatre last week, in which another Princeton man, Lafayette college, could score, might be quite another indication of the gradual closing of the great gap between these theatres. Lafayette has been fined with Yale, Princeton, Harvard and Pennsyl-

Three columns are proposed, but to the general public, it should be even stronger, thanks to their un-
To buy or sell. The great value of systematic cherishing in support of our teams in inter-collegiate athletics. Everyone knows that more than one instance men have been moved up to win a victory by the encouragement and cheer of their associates.

On next Monday we ought to give our eleventh encouragement; we ought to look out from our threats cheers and gits that will fit every man on the team with the determination "to do or die." For the accomplishment of this end, our cheerers must be systematic and not individualistic. It is rather late in the day to make any elaborate arrangement; whatever arrangement must be made, or else the occasion of Monday's game will be as lifelike and devoid of interest as some that have preceded it.

To get the matter started we would propose that the class presidents of all classes meet at once as a committee to consider and devise some plan whereby our suggestion may be carried out. This committee should meet early enough to permit of the publication of this plan in Saturday's papers. Let the President of the Senior Classmates take the first step by calling such a meeting of the presidency.

We trust sincerely that this matter will be taken up, for only by some system in our cheering can we lend any aid or encouragement to our team.

There is no enterprise of the student body deserving of more hearty and unqualified support than the Letter-Course which has become an annual feature of school life through the persistent efforts of our students. For the first few years in the history of the Letter-Course, the schools were called upon to suffer a financial loss, notwithstanding the fact that their efforts brought to the city a host of talent that raised with those of the best collegians in the country. By honest and sustained endeavor, by bringing together to the university the best lectures available, the Lecture-Course has come to be an established feature of university life. No student can afford to miss such opportunities. Not only is the course a deserving service, but the reasonable price makes the course the most profitable investment the student can make. In the last year in the country, a student who engaged in the Winter Sports, and the Intercollegiate Football. The Proprietors of the Hawkeye Steam Laundry have made all arrangements to Laundry and Mend all the Linen that comes to them and give the Best Satisfaction in the city. Bundles called for and delivered right at your room. 213 S. Clinton St. Radhman & Chatham.

S. U. I. TEXT BOOKS.
For the College, Medical, Dental, and Pharmaceutical Departments. LARGEST STOCK. LOWEST PRICES. LEE & RIES.

The Old Reliable C. O. D. Laundry, IS NOW AT 211 AND 213 IOWA AVENUE. New Building has been erected by the Proprietors of the First Class Work. KENYON & HAMM, PROP.

The Continental Restaurant and Lunch Room. HEADQUARTER FOR STUDENTS. FAMILY TRADE A SPECIALTY. BARQUET AND PARTIES PROMPTLY TAKEN CARE OF. W. H. GREISSNER, Manager.

DONT EXPECT: GET THE BEST IN THE FIRST PLACE.
The Century Double-Peel
Foly Ice Cream
Fully Warranted.

The CENTURY is made of the best materials throughout. A fruit with a 15 CT Gold Excelsior-Privet, and should last a lifetime. For sale at GREENE & WHISKEY.

CALL ON
Lumsden & Rummelhart
FOR GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, A Large Stock of Condensed Foods to Select from. SPECIAL RATES TO CLUBS

FOODS OF ALL KINDS

Latest style hats and furnishing goods at Bloom & Mayer's.
THE VIDETTE-REPORTER.

TRY

"S. U. I." and "WHITE ROSE" CIGARS

For a Cigarette. Mayor Wood

F. T. BREENE, D.D.S. MD.

Smokes His Two Perforated Fills a Year.

ONE BOY

FOOD FOR SIX SHINES.

Wilton Thompson

Get One Boys' Best and Strongest Dress.

DECATUR STREET.

BOYS, BRING YOUR CLOTHES TO W. P. Zeltenthal's Tailor Shop.

For Cleaning, Pressing, Etc.

DUTCHESS STREET.

Dr. Fred Zeltmer.

New Livery Stable

At 214 South Dubuque Street you can get the best Tactors, souses and Daltung dogs. Prices are very moderate.

Dr. Fred Zeltmer.

1874 - 1899.

Dr. Wood.

Dr. Fred Zeltmer.

Consul Room, general store, store of Comor's Dressing Room in Crescent Block.

D U B U Q U E ST.

Secretary.

THE NEW DRUG STORE

The Gold Seal Is Their Leacer, for 50c.

The Economical Drug Co.

120 North Dubuque St.

THE COTTAGE & STUDIO

One Dubuque and Market Street.

The Cottage & Studio

WINTER THE INTE\'ER COLLEGIATE. THE NAME THE SEY FOR THE PLAYER-JACKETS, SHOE, JACKETS, ETC. EMBRACED BY 2 PRIMATES, 3 PRIMATES, 8 PRIMATES, 15 PRIMATES, AND 50 PRIMATES.

REGULAR SAVINGS BANK.

BANC, CAPITAL, SURPLUS, ETC., ETC., ETC., ETC.

JOHNSON COUNTY SAVINGS BANK.


J. H. WAITE.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.

102 West Second St.

DR. J. H. WAITE.

Physician and Surgeon.

102 East Second Street.

THE OLD RELIABLE Cattails Steam Laundry

Iowa Avenue and 1st Street.

First Class Work Guaranteed.

WOOD.

Try WERTS FOR ROSES.

26 Illinois Street.

Sweaters, all prices—Coast and Essley For Sale:—At reasonable prices, nose dress suit and one coat which are in good condition; will fit person about 5 feet, 6 inches in height, weight 130 pounds; reason for selling, too small for wearer. Enquire at Republican office.

The prices on Bloom & Mayer's uniform forms are too high, and the best every one manufactured on the premises must be discarded, never to be fitted, and, fit to perfection.
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RICHMOND

Straight Cut
No. 1 Cigarettes.

Ladies

Winter Proof
Macintoshes,
Guaranteed.

Cooper's

Restaurant.

121 IOWA AVE.

Dining Room Large and Light
Best Service in the City.

Location Convenient
Board, $2.50 per week

New St. James

Barber Shop.

John E. Cober, Prop.

1018-1020 Iowa St.,

SIEBERG'S

DEALER

IN

SURE AND GROSGOOG.

Butter and Cream for Sale at Wholesale.

IOWA CITY, IOWA.

R. G. LAWYER.

Straight Cut

Telephone 18

Dr. W. BREENE

HAZARD.

AD

New Stile.

Pratt & Strub.

110-112 Clinton St.

THE SENIORS AND VICTORS

IN INDOOR TRACK.

The game began with kicking the ball 40 yards, but it was
pushed the ball 100 yards with a good
foot-and-a-half drive, and the
Instructors taking the
field. The square was
made, but the end of the
field was 12 inches out of
place and the ball failed
to get in. The next
play was cut off, and
finally forced to knock
the ball over the goal.

The following new
Instructors were kicked:

The game began with
kicking the ball in

and use them when ever

Frenchman.

Girl's Varsity Marching Band Affiliated

WASHINGTON.

F. P. BURKLE, Prop.

Washburn

Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos,

and all kinds of musical
instruments and artistic

skilDer.
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